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### Summary

There is not a single day without news on the negative economic, health and mental wellbeing impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. The four-month lockdown in the UK put significant pressure on the 5.86 million UK entrepreneurs, small businesses and self-employed, with many seeing their livelihoods and wellbeing threatened. Yet new opportunities also emerged and, beyond economic considerations, UK entrepreneurs are making contributions to the societal fabric of the UK through volunteering and giving to charity.

This report discusses insights from a study of UK entrepreneurs that captured their situation during the lockdown. It reflects how impacts differed for women and men entrepreneurs and those located in and outside of London.

We capture entrepreneurs' long-term outlook beyond the pandemic in terms of job creation and opportunities. The study discerns five long-term trends for the post-Covid economy related to increased awareness of personal wellbeing, business resilience, accelerated digitalization, building of local supply chains and inclusive business models. In sum, there is much potential for small business to contribute to ‘building back better’ a more inclusive and greener post-Covid economy, especially if they are enabled by targeted support measures.
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So far only a minority (19 per cent) of SME employers were to pay suppliers and their business’s running costs. Entrepreneurs frequently struggled with cancelled are at risk. The jobs of 214 entrepreneurs and their 2,114 employees decrease in trading activities. This means that in our sample existence of their business was under threat due to a significant A staggering 61 per cent of entrepreneurs report that the very alone, the jobs of 214 entrepreneurs and their 2,114 employees are at risk.

Entrepreneurs frequently struggled with cancelled or postponed orders, receiving payments, found it challenging to pay suppliers and their business’s running costs.

So far only a minority (19 per cent) of SME employers were forced to lay off staff. The Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme temporarily mitigated job losses with 45 per cent of SME employers in our sample having applied for it. ‘Younger’ companies could not benefit from the Scheme as they could not demonstrate a two-year-plus revenue track record.

How entrepreneurs reacted to the pandemic

Entrepreneurs are known for their agility and this was confirmed during the Covid-19 pandemic: 73 per cent of entrepreneurs surveyed adapted their plans for the business (two in three did so by Mid-March). Nearly three in four of entrepreneurs applied for government support.

Almost half of the entrepreneurs were able to capture new business opportunities during the lockdown by developing new products and services (especially in the digital space), others reviewed business practices or repositioned their businesses entirely. Many entrepreneurs leveraged existing digital and online capabilities; others started to cater for the healthcare space (NHS/Covid related).

Given how entrepreneurs and their businesses are intertwined, the strain the pandemic had on their businesses impacted entrepreneurs’ mental wellbeing. Their life satisfaction and perceived stress worsened during the crisis.

Many entrepreneurs started working from home with over two in three working solely from home or working more from home. In combination with childcare (due to schools and nurseries being closed), this added pressure to over one in five of the respondents.

Even though for most the survival of their business was at Stake, two in three gave personal money, one in three volunteered their personal time, and 44 per cent of entrepreneurs volunteered their business’ services/products for good causes (helping other businesses, charities, or public workers). Almost 50 per cent did so because of the pandemic.

Long-term opportunities and realities

Entrepreneurs looked to the future with confidence with nearly half seeing their business surviving the crisis eventually and one in three expecting their business to be even larger than pre-pandemic: 72.5 per cent of entrepreneurs expected to add employees to their business over the next five years. Past research indicates that such expectations are a good predictor of employment growth over time.

Entrepreneurs also anticipated an acceleration of their existing business, often tied to online services. Many expect cost savings due to increased remote working, others are reviewing their business offerings and the business model itself. Many see opportunities related to a shift in customer behaviours due to the pandemic.

Despite this optimism, many entrepreneurs are in a precarious position: 49.2 per cent were planning for the next 12 months only and 53.2 per cent predicted that they would run out of money within the next 12 months if the current situation continued.

If we have a second wave we might not be able to survive.

Entrepreneur in the study

It has forced positive changes e.g., we now work fully remotely and productively.

Staff like this...

Entrepreneur in the study

Different impacts on women and men entrepreneurs?

There were few pre-crisis differences in the businesses led by women and men, the former tended to be somewhat smaller, though of similar age and profitability.

Women-led businesses were impacted more adversely than those of men with 72 per cent (vs. 56 per cent) seeing their businesses experiencing lower trading volume.

While their perception of the long-term positive effects of the pandemic was similar to men’s, women perceived fewer long-term opportunities and were less likely to expect their businesses to grow post pandemic.

With respect to wellbeing, men and women entrepreneurs experienced similar drops in life satisfaction. Yet women entrepreneurs experienced more stress – likely due to their businesses being more adversely affected.

Women more so than men entrepreneurs volunteered their business’ offerings to support charities (50 vs. 42 per cent for men), or gave money (50 per cent vs. 62.5 per cent) and volunteered their time (40 per cent vs. 28 per cent) for charities or good causes.

Entrepreneurs in and outside of London

Businesses based in (vs. outside of) London had more employees, were younger and less likely to be profitable although similar in size pre-pandemic.

London-based entrepreneurs saw a greater reduction of trading than entrepreneurs residing in the rest of the country. Yet, all entrepreneurs shared a similarly optimistic outlook in the short- and long-term. London-based entrepreneurs even tended to expect more net job growth over the next five years.

The life satisfaction of entrepreneurs outside of London suffered less than that of London-based entrepreneurs. All entrepreneurs experienced increases in stress.

Working from home is a new feature for many London-based entrepreneurs – while entrepreneurs outside of London were more often working from home already.

Conclusion

Our survey paints a picture of short- and long-term opportunities but also vulnerability of SMEs and entrepreneurs in the Covid-19 pandemic. Many face real challenges to sustain their business going forward. Building on the insights from the survey we reflect on five trends for the post-Covid economy and on targeted support measures to help UK SMEs thrive.

Two cross-cutting general trends relate to (1) Personal resilience: an increased awareness of mental wellbeing, both for entrepreneurs and staff (eg related to increased working from home), and as a business opportunity, and (2) Business resilience including developing capabilities to be agile, to spot and exploit new opportunities.

Three specific trends concern (3) Accelerated digitalization; (4) A move from global to local supply chains, and (5) Inclusive and social business models.

UK SMEs and entrepreneurs hold much potential to help ‘build back better’ a more inclusive and greener post-Covid UK economy.
Introduction

Entrepreneurship is important to the UK economy. There were 5.86 million small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) at the start of 2019, who provided employment to 16.6 million people (60 per cent of all private sector employment) and generated 52 per cent of the £2.2 trillion turnover generated by the UK private sector. These businesses, often entrepreneur led, are particularly vulnerable to crises, because they typically have fewer resources than large businesses. Yet job losses in SMEs often go unnoticed in the news as they are much less attention-catching than job losses in large businesses – even though in the aggregate job losses in SMEs are bound to be larger. Given the scale of the Covid-19 pandemic, understanding the experience of entrepreneurs in these difficult times as well as the outlook they have for what lies ahead in the short- and long-term are therefore critical to sustain, and potentially support, this vital part of the UK economy.

This report draws on data that we collected from 361 UK entrepreneurs between May 6th and July 13th with the help of entrepreneur associations, chambers of commerce and by directly reaching out to SME owner-managers and the self-employed. The data collection period overlaps with the lockdown of the UK to contain the spread of the Coronavirus. The lockdown is still in place but has been gradually lifted over the last month (eg some schools reopened early June, some clothing retailers later that month while public houses re-opened in England on July 4th). The precise timings vary across the UK nations and many schools, universities and businesses remain closed at the time of writing.

Our study is part of an ongoing global research project led by us at King’s College London and covering 31 countries and will trace the impact of the Covid-19 on entrepreneurs over time (for more information see www.kcl.ac.uk/research/supporting-entrepreneurship-covid-19-pandemic-global-study-entrepreneurs-resilience-well-being). However, we can provide initial insights on how the pandemic impacted SMEs in the UK based on our sample of 361 UK entrepreneurs.

We compared our sample to the UK population of SMEs and entrepreneurs using the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) Business Population Estimates for the UK and the Regions: 2019 and for characteristics of the individual entrepreneurs data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor. The full comparisons and sample description are available upon request. Businesses in our sample more often trade in the business service sector compared to the national average. Certain regions of the UK are also overrepresented (especially London, Scotland, and the South East) and others underrepresented (Midlands, Yorkshire and Humber, and the North West). Entrepreneurs in our study are older, more educated, more likely to be men and white compared to nationally representative samples of entrepreneurs. The businesses in our sample are larger than average in terms of employees.

The report is structured as follows:

Section 1 presents how the Covid-19 pandemic affected entrepreneurs and SMEs.

Section 2 considers how they reacted to the pandemic in their business and personally. This includes the use of government support by entrepreneurs and their social response (volunteering and charitable giving) during this pandemic.

Section 3 offers a view of the long-term opportunities and challenges that lie ahead for entrepreneurship in the UK.

Section 4 considers gender differences in how the pandemic impacted women and men entrepreneurs, in how they reacted and in their post-Crisis outlook.

Section 5 considers differences between entrepreneurs based in and outside of London.

Section 6 reflects on trends for the post-Covid economy that emerged from our analyses and how entrepreneurs may be supported based on our findings.

1. How entrepreneurs were affected

In this section we discuss how the Covid-19 pandemic impacted entrepreneurs in our study.

Although a minority of entrepreneurs is facing well, most entrepreneurs were negatively affected by the pandemic, with payment delays from customers being one of the most frequently mentioned challenges, along with reduced trading activities. While some businesses had to lay off staff, most of them had so far managed to retain their staff.

Worryingly 61 per cent of the 361 entrepreneurs we surveyed said that the very existence of their business was threatened by the Covid-19 pandemic (Figure 1). This means that in our sample alone the jobs of 214 entrepreneurs and their 2,114 employees are at risk. Entrepreneurs ‘fear that work will dry up’ and are, for instance, worried about the lack of demand ‘clients have cancelled work,’ ‘no business coming in’ and the collapse of funding from investors.

Fortunately, for most entrepreneurs the threat of job loss has not yet materialized. Most employers (81 per cent) did not lay off staff yet but 19 per cent had already done so (Figure 2). A larger share of employers (43 per cent) in our sample had furloughed staff (Figure 3). Some businesses had furloughed nearly all of their staff. These numbers align with the fact that the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme was the most utilized government support scheme in our sample (see Section 2).
Most entrepreneurs reported that trading decreased (61 per cent) or they had to stop trading entirely (9 per cent, Figure 4). For instance, entrepreneurs described work as ‘being paused’, clients delaying purchasing decisions or recounting instances of many clients just stopping or cancelling work and losing big contracts. Notably, for a minority of entrepreneurs (10 per cent) trading increased (Figure 4). We unpack the reason for this increase in Section 2 where we detail the opportunities that entrepreneurs saw in the pandemic.

While a minority of entrepreneurs (28 per cent) reported that their business was not impacted by the pandemic, the majority encountered problems. As Figure 5 shows, the most common challenge was obtaining payment from their customers (mentioned by 57 entrepreneurs or 16 per cent, Figure 2). Approximately 15 per cent of entrepreneurs thought they would soon be unable to pay their employees.

In their elaborations of other problems that they encountered, entrepreneurs noted challenges for their workforce ‘employees are struggling with childcare/home schooling while trying to continue working full-time’, ‘wellbeing of staff as a result of working remotely, absence of meaningful face-to-face contact due to same’ or ‘R&D pace is slowed. Team morale is suffering.’

There were also challenges related to the unpredictability and uncertainty about demand: ‘work dropped off drastically at the start of lockdown but for the last two weeks I have too much work and I am trying to do it all in case work drops off again.’ ‘The costs of running the business during Covid have an impact on the cash flow that might have an effect in the future. Especially if we have a second wave we might not be able to survive’ and ‘UK business support helps with short term but actually makes long term planning more difficult, because you don’t want to make decisive cutbacks whilst support is there.’

2. How entrepreneurs reacted

In this section, we discuss how entrepreneurs reacted to the pandemic. We examine how the pandemic impacted their business, the use of government support, the impact on the entrepreneurs themselves, and entrepreneurs’ contribution to society.

2.1. Impact on the business

We consider how proactive entrepreneurs were in changing their business in response to the pandemic, and whether they encountered new opportunities for their businesses.

Although businesses navigate the pandemic in different ways, there is evidence that a proactive stance is beneficial. Research shows that businesses that weathered the 2008 financial crisis well, were proactive in making changes to their plans and the way they worked. Most entrepreneurs sought to adapt to the Covid-19 pandemic by changing their plans (75 per cent or 262 entrepreneurs). Of these most (63 per cent) had changed their plans or developed alternative plans by mid-March and over 80 per cent had done so by the end of March 2020 (see Figure 6).

Less frequent than new customers or products/services were mentions of opportunities related to more fundamental changes to their business. In terms of changes to business delivery, the third category of opportunities, entrepreneurs noted new ways of distributing products/services (eg online delivery, online support, new platforms), new ways of working (remotely), new ways of producing and procuring (eg due to disruption of supply chains, relocation of manufacturing to the UK but also international expansion enabled by online services). The fourth type of opportunities, related to a repositioning of the business either in terms of significant changes to products/services, tapping into new markets, and developing new revenue streams, or a combination of these three elements.
We also enquired explicitly about the expansion of online trade as this had received much attention in the media. Few of the entrepreneurs in our sample newly engaged with online trading or delivery (Figure 8). In fact, many seemed well-prepared, with 45 per cent of entrepreneurs already having online capabilities prior to the pandemic and 9 per cent building these capabilities because of it.

### Figure 8

#### Expand into online trading/delivery?

- **Yes:** 9.4%
- **No:** 45.4%

#### Short-term opportunities (qualitative answers, frequencies)

- **new/more customers:** 53
- **new products/services:** 61
- **changes to business delivery:** 10
- **business repositioning:** 17

---

### 2.2 Use of government support

The UK government put in place measures to support entrepreneurs through the pandemic. The most popular of these was the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme to furlough employees with 40 per cent of the entrepreneurs in our sample applying for it (Figure 9, 45 per cent entrepreneurs with employees, see Figure 10), followed by government backed loans and cash grants (eg available through local councils or specific types of businesses through Innovate UK). Businesses also made use of deferred tax and rate payments. For some government support provided a lifeline, as one entrepreneur put it ‘95 per cent trading fall off – without gvmt help would have had to make staff redundant – huge refund requests depleted cash reserves’.

Over a quarter of entrepreneurs (27 per cent) said that they did not apply for any of the government support schemes (see bottom of Figure 9). It is worth mentioning that some young start-up businesses stated that they were falling through the cracks: ‘I was told that within my first year of trading and without two-years-plus established income tracking I was ineligible for support’; ‘I do not qualify for this as the company was officially incorporated late.’

### Figure 9

#### Government support applied for (% of 361 entrepreneurs)

- **To furlough employees (Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme)**: 40%
- **Government guaranteed loan or low interest loans**: 32%
- **Government cash grant for businesses in specific sectors**: 25%
- **Other deferred tax payments (‘Time to Pay’ arrangements with HMRC, VAT relief)**: 21%
- **Self-Employed Income Support Scheme**: 7%
- **Deferral of income tax**: 8%
- **Universal credit for the self-employed**: 2%
- **I did not apply for government support**: 27%

### 2.3. Impact on entrepreneurs

The pandemic impacted entrepreneurs’ mental wellbeing negatively. Moreover, it changed their personal situation by increasing their responsibilities for childcare and forcing many to work from home.

First, in terms of the mental wellbeing, we asked entrepreneurs questions about their happiness (experienced satisfaction with life overall) and their level of stress (Figure 11 and 12). Life satisfaction is scaled from 0 per cent (lowest) to 100 per cent (highest). We see that entrepreneurs’ life satisfaction was at 65 per cent, thus over the mid-point of this scale suggesting that entrepreneurs are generally satisfied. However, when we compare their life satisfaction to representative samples of UK entrepreneurs (and employees) prior to the pandemic and the UK population, we see a substantive drop against any of the three comparison groups.
The picture is similar for how stressful entrepreneurs perceive their life currently (perceived stress). We asked questions on how frequently one feels overwhelmed, out of control and generally nervous, irritable, and upset over the past month. Perceived stress is scaled from 0 (lowest) to 40 (highest).

At an aggregate level, higher scores predict poorer mental and physical health, an early warning indicator of disease. Scores between 14 and 26 indicate moderate levels of stress and the perceived stress level experienced by entrepreneurs in our sample fall in that range. Few UK comparison scores are available. A comparison with a large UK online sample of non-entrepreneurs suggests that UK entrepreneurs are similarly stressed.

The lower mental wellbeing also reflects how the business and the entrepreneur are intertwined and especially the personal financial consequences. For instance, entrepreneurs in our survey noted: 'we are living off the saving we have been building for retirement – this will mean I will have to work for many years more to replace them' and 'I have reduced income and am living off reserves intended for facing Brexit issues.'

Second, the pandemic impacted entrepreneurs personally in terms of childcare and change to their place of work. Just over a fifth of entrepreneurs (22.7 per cent of 361 entrepreneurs) had to start caring for their children at home because schools and nurseries closed. Some noted that their main problem in the business was in fact ‘restricted hours due to kids being off school.’ (There were few gender differences which we discuss in Section 4.)

Over a third (38.6 per cent) of entrepreneurs started to work solely from home, while others intensified working from home (22.8 per cent; Figure 13) during the pandemic. However, over a third of entrepreneurs (37.8 per cent) saw no change in their place of work, either because they kept working on their business premises or because they were already working from home. While some entrepreneurs noted the positives ‘doing all of my meetings on Zoom saving loads of travelling time’, others also saw ‘reduced productivity due to working from home.’

While the businesses of most entrepreneurs suffered (Section 3), UK entrepreneurs were nevertheless giving back to society during the pandemic in three ways (Figure 14).

They were giving back through their business: 44 per cent of entrepreneurs volunteered their business’ services/products for good causes, to help other businesses, charities, or public workers in the past month. And half of those who did (49.7 per cent) did so due to the pandemic.

Entrepreneurs were also giving back personally either by giving money to charity or by volunteering time to work for good causes. Entrepreneurs engaged in both, though more gave money than time (about two thirds/67 per cent vs. about one third/31 per cent, Figure 14). This is perhaps not surprising considering the long weekly working hours of entrepreneurs. Half of the entrepreneurs in our sample worked 46 hours or more per week. Yet nearly a third (33 per cent) of entrepreneurs managed to personally volunteer time (i.e. worked for free for charities, the NHS, or otherwise supported others who were not their family and friends.), with half of them (49.1 per cent) doing so because of the Covid-19 pandemic.
3. How entrepreneurs see the longer term: opportunities and realities?

Entrepreneurs had generally positive expectations for their business in the long term beyond the pandemic. We discuss first general expectations for their business, job creation expectations and then explore what types of positive impacts and opportunities they saw. This is followed by a reflection on the business’s preparedness in terms of planning and resources that are likely needed to act upon future opportunities.

In terms of the general expectations for the business beyond the pandemic, nearly half (49.3 per cent) of the entrepreneurs were confident that their business would eventually survive the crisis although they also believed their business would suffer significantly (Figure 15). Nearly a third of entrepreneurs (32.4 per cent) even thought that their business would be larger than it was before the crisis, while only very few were sceptical about their business’ outlook and believed that their business would not recover.

This positive long-term sentiment is also reflected in the specific job growth expectations of entrepreneurs (Figure 16). Relative to the current number of employees, few entrepreneurs expect a drop (11 per cent) or no change (17 per cent) in employment in the long-term (5 years). The majority (72.5 per cent) expect to add employees to their business and most additions are expected to be substantive (i.e., nearly half of entrepreneurs expect to hire more than five employees). Notably, while these are expectations, past research following entrepreneurs over time finds that such growth expectations are a good predictor of actual employment growth in firms.9

Over half of entrepreneurs (53.6 per cent) saw positive long-term impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on their business (Figure 17). 172 entrepreneurs provided qualitative explanations of this positive impact. These explanations fell broadly into four categories (Figure 17) from doing more of the same in higher volume, to doing the same but more efficiently, to refocusing the business and capturing new business opportunities.

1) Business acceleration was the most mentioned positive long-term impact of the pandemic which the entrepreneurs saw as resulting in more business based on their existing product and offering. For many entrepreneurs this was directly tied to increased demand for online services and delivery that they were already offering. One entrepreneur noted that the pandemic ‘cements the shift to e-commerce’. Others equally saw the pandemic as accelerating an existing trend to more digital offerings and trading from B2B marketplaces to greater demand for digital advertising and search engine optimization, and remote learning. Others noted that remote working would increase demand for learning and coaching products, and products supporting remote working. Others noted that business acceleration was a consequence of them demonstrating their agility in responding to client demands (‘we have been able to show how responsive we can be and have had a lot of publicity about this’) or otherwise strengthening customer relationships.
2) Business efficiency and resilience referred to improvements in processes and practices to obtain cost savings, or cost reductions due to the anticipated need for less office space and time savings from remote working (e.g. cost reduction in office accommodation resulting from more staff being able to work from home). Some entrepreneurs saw these efficiency savings tied to positive work-life changes for themselves and their staff. ‘It has forced positive changes eg we now work fully remotely effectively and productively. Staff like this and there is an opportunity to reduce premises costs’. And noting ‘improved staff wellbeing with more confidence to allow working from home as they please.’ While others noted the positive environmental consequences that come with greater efficiency. ‘Our business will be greener as we travel less and have less of an impact on the environment around us. Smaller office space and more online work.’

3) Business refocus captures how some entrepreneurs saw the crisis as a time for strategic review, to review their existing products and services or indeed their entire business model. Entrepreneurs noted that the pandemic led to a ‘shift in focus’ and allowed ‘time re-evaluate offering’ to find out how the ‘…businesses can be tailored to respond to changes in the social, economic and health and wellbeing … in our society.’ For several entrepreneurs, the refocus was linked to online trade, which they saw as coming to dominate their business in the future. While some entrepreneurs viewed the pandemic as a chance to focus on developing new products, others saw an opportunity for a more fundamental refocus towards ‘leaner organisation, more focused on core product’ as well as using the opportunity to try out new products.

4) Business opportunity captured entrepreneurs’ responses that noted opportunities related to introducing new products and services or venturing into a new market. This category is related to the previous one but more explicitly focused on new offerings (eg new insurance products or online services), often in response to changes in customer behaviours triggered by the pandemic (eg more exercise, more home working, less travel, more online trading, and more willingness to engage with technology and digital solutions). Entrepreneurs viewed the greater digitalisation also as an opportunity to enter new geographically distant markets that may have previously only been reachable at great expense.
4. Did women and men entrepreneurs fare differently?

There is a well-documented gender gap in engagement in entrepreneurship in the UK. Similarly, in our sample, men entrepreneurs are overrepresented (272 men to 88 women entrepreneurs). In our sample women-led businesses did not differ from their male counterparts in terms of the age of their businesses and profitability before the pandemic. Women’s and men’s businesses differed in size (number of employees and turnover before the pandemic). Women entrepreneurs worked more often from home and were more stressed. ‘Their social response to the crisis was stronger, they more often than men gave money, volunteered their personal time or their business’ offerings to support charities or good causes. They saw similar future opportunities but were less optimistic about long-term job growth expectations. Women entrepreneurs appear to reflect more on the impact of crisis on their personal wellbeing and look for ways to improve their businesses and their lives.

4.1. Were women and men entrepreneurs affected differently?

A similar share of women and men entrepreneurs saw the existence of their businesses threatened by the crisis (65 per cent vs. 66 per cent). There were also no statistically significant differences in the share of entrepreneurs from both genders that furloughed staff or laid off staff.

In terms of impact on trading activities, businesses run by women more often experienced a reduction in the trading volume during the pandemic (71.6 per cent compared to 57.2 per cent). More men than women-led businesses encountered either unchanged (22.1 per cent vs. 12.5 per cent) or increased trading (10.7 per cent vs. 9.1 per cent) (Figure 20). However, the most dramatic impact (suspending trading) was also more frequently experienced by men (10 per cent vs. 6.8 per cent).

Women-led businesses suffered greater reduction in trading, but were less likely to lay off staff. They reacted later in terms of changing their business plans, but more often expanded their business activities into online trading and delivery of services. Women entrepreneurs worked more often from home and were more stressed. ‘Their social response to the crisis was stronger, they more often than men gave money, volunteered their personal time or their business’ offerings to support charities or good causes. They saw similar future opportunities but were less optimistic about long-term job growth expectations. Women entrepreneurs appear to reflect more on the impact of crisis on their personal wellbeing and look for ways to improve their businesses and their lives.

4.2. How women and men entrepreneurs reacted

As in Section 2, we discuss first the impact on the business, use of government support, impact on the entrepreneurs and their contribution to society during the pandemic.

As discussed in Section 2, 73 per cent of entrepreneurs changed their plans due to the pandemic. This was similar for women and men entrepreneurs. However, men seemed to react earlier and changed their plans sooner than women entrepreneurs – 85 per cent of men who changed their plans did so by the end of March compared to 70 per cent of women entrepreneurs (Figure 21). We did not find significant differences in the major problems that women and men entrepreneurs faced in the pandemic. For instance, entrepreneurs’ of both genders struggled equally with not receiving payments or receiving payments with delay, faced challenges to pay for the upkeep of their business and anticipated problems being unable to pay employees or suppliers (see Figure 5 for the general list of challenges that entrepreneurs encountered). There were however some qualitative differences in their accounts of ‘other problems’ that they encountered with women and men noting specific challenges. It seems that men find it somewhat more difficult to work from home: ‘learning to work from home’, ‘working from home has unknown cultural and productivity issues’, ‘reduced productivity due to working from home’, while none of the women entrepreneurs pointed this out. It may be that women entrepreneurs were more used to working from home already (see Figure 23 below). Consistent with the greater drop in trading for women-led business (Figure 20), women slightly more often raised concerns about the survival of their businesses: ‘especially if we have a second wave we might not be able to survive’, ‘I’ve not made income for the first three months and using my savings to live’.
There was no significant difference between perception of short-term opportunities by women and men entrepreneurs (similar shares saw opportunities, 43 per cent vs 48 per cent respectively). Asked to elaborate on the specific short-term opportunities that the pandemic created for them, they provided examples relating to expanding their customer base, products/services, business delivery and repositioning with similar frequencies as described in Section 2 (Figure 7). For instance, one female entrepreneur ‘saw 300 per cent growth over lockdown’, another mentioned how she had ‘more time to grow the business’.

Ask explicitly about engagement in online trading and delivery, women entrepreneurs more often used the lockdown as an opportunity to expand to online trading and delivery services (16 per cent of women vs. 7 per cent of men, see Figure 22). At the same time, men entrepreneurs were already somewhat more involved in online trading or delivery services before the pandemic (46 per cent vs. 42 per cent). Thus, the pandemic equalized engagement in online trading and delivery between women and men entrepreneurs.

Men and women entrepreneurs used government support equally. Of the different support schemes (see Figure 9), we found significant gender differences only in two. Men applied more often than women to defer tax payments (‘Time to Pay’ arrangements with HMRC, 24 per cent vs. 13 per cent); whereas women applied more often to the Self-Employed Income Support Scheme (33 per cent of women vs. 22 per cent of men).

In terms of its impact on the entrepreneurs themselves, women and men entrepreneurs did not differ in child caring responsibilities. Roughly 20 per cent of both women and men entrepreneurs had additional childcare responsibilities due to the pandemic. The lockdown revealed gendered patterns in working from home. Before the crisis more women (36 per cent vs. 25 per cent) used to work from home (Figure 23). During the pandemic the share of women entrepreneurs working only from home rose to 68 per cent in comparison to 45 per cent of men (combined share of second and fourth category in Figure 23). Male entrepreneurs seem to work either partly or solely at business premises more often than women.

In terms of mental wellbeing, we already noted gender difference in experienced stress (Section 2, Figure 11). At the same time, although women were more stressed, we found no significant differences in life satisfaction between women and men.

Part of the explanation of the equal life satisfaction coinciding with higher levels of stress could lie in stronger social response to the crisis by women entrepreneurs. Volunteering is known to support mental wellbeing and can help to establish a sense of purpose especially during times of crisis.

Women more so than men entrepreneurs volunteered their business’ services, provided financial support for charities or other good causes, or volunteered their time by working for charities, the NHS or others (Figure 24). Specifically, half of women entrepreneurs volunteered their business’ services or products for good causes, to help other businesses, charities or public workers compared to 42 per cent of men business owners. Four out of five women entrepreneurs supported financially charities or other good causes, compared to 62.5 per cent of men entrepreneurs. The difference was even bigger when it comes to volunteering their own time and work for charities, the NHS, or otherwise supporting others who were not family and friends (40 per cent of women vs. 28 per cent of men, Figure 24).
4.3. Long-term impact on women and men entrepreneurs and their businesses

Women and men entrepreneurs share similar expectations for the future of their businesses after the pandemic. Equal shares foresee that their business will not survive, will recover shortly after the pandemic, or will grow even bigger. Most expect their business to suffer but to survey (see Section 3).

Both over half of men and women (53.5 per cent vs. 54.5 per cent) see positive impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on their business in the long-term. Women and men also report overall similar types of long-term positive impacts (equivalent to those reported in Figure 16). Yet there are some qualitative differences in the nature of the impact. When asked to give examples of the long-term positive effect of the pandemic, women more often than men point to the opportunity to slow down, recover and reflect about life and business. For instance, women entrepreneurs observed:

- ‘The focus of attention of where the need is most required will be clearer to those of us pitching our business (and where our businesses can be tailored to respond to changes in the social, economic and health and wellbeing factors of people in our society)’
- ‘Creating a new online version of my business and also the mental health kickback’
- ‘Moving away from overseas travel (positive climate impact), not going back to pre-Covid levels of crazy busy, had to be innovative in research approaches...’
- ‘Resilience to future issues’

Men entrepreneurs focus more on opportunities related to technology:

- ‘Our technology saves money to manufacturers and OEMs. As such, we expect it to be picked up a bit more quickly, provided capital projects are not axed altogether’
- ‘The clear understanding that change happens and technology is a big enabler – investing in it provides growth’

In terms of job creation, men entrepreneurs are more optimistic about the growth of their business in the future (Figure 25). While 42 per cent of men expect their business to grow by more than 10 employees, only 26 per cent of women business do. Similar shares (34 per cent) of women and men expect medium growth of 1–10 employees. Almost 40 per cent of women entrepreneurs expect a drop or stagnation in employment, compared to 24 per cent of men (Figure 25).

Finally, women and men entrepreneur appear similarly prepared to act on long-term opportunities, in terms of planning and financial resources. Women and men entrepreneurs are similar in their approach to planning. There was slightly larger share of women than men who plan for a 5years+ horizon, but the difference was not significant. Similarly, their financial situation is similar. A slightly bigger share of men had a solid financial base (they can sustain their business and won’t run out of money) than women but again, the differences were not statistically significant.
Regional differences in the UK are well-established as is the fact that much of the UK economy is centred on London. Our data only allows to compare entrepreneurs in London to entrepreneurs in the rest of UK due to the size of the sample (118 entrepreneurs in London and 242 entrepreneurs outside London). There are likely substantive differences between other regions in the UK, and also between more rural and city areas. Unfortunately, our sample is too small to provide robust insights on those important differences.

Before we compare entrepreneurs based in and outside of London, we note that they differ in their performance. London-based entrepreneurs were less likely to generate a profit or surplus before the pandemic compared to businesses outside of London (64.3 per cent compared to 76.9 per cent) and they were younger (9.2 compared to 12.3 years outside of London). They were similar in size, both turnover and number of employees before the pandemic and operated in similar industry sectors. This suggest that London-based entrepreneurs potentially operate in more competitive environments.

Our study reveals differences between how the pandemic impacted businesses based in and outside of London. The impact on London-based entrepreneurs was more severe in terms of reduction in trading, expecting problems to pay their employees, and the running costs of the business. Entrepreneurs in London experienced significantly lower life satisfaction than entrepreneurs outside of London. Entrepreneurs perception of short- and long-term opportunities in outside of London was similar, with the exception that London-based entrepreneurs expect higher net job growth over the next five years.

5.1. Were entrepreneurs in and outside of London affected differently?

The entrepreneurs in and outside London report a similar level of threat to existence of their businesses caused by the pandemic. Also, the share of entrepreneurs who report laying off staff or furloughing employees is similar in and outside London.

For almost 80 per cent of entrepreneurs based in London the pandemic has caused either the suspension of trading or decreased trading volume (Figure 26). In comparison, this kind of impact was reported by fewer businesses outside London (65 per cent). Also, while only 5 per cent of London-based businesses reported an increase in trading, the same outcome is reported by over twice as many entrepreneurs (13 per cent) outside of London.

When asked about their main problems in the business a larger share of entrepreneurs in London reported that they will soon be unable to pay their employees (21 per cent compared to 12 per cent of entrepreneurs outside of London, Figure 27). Moreover, the share of entrepreneurs who had problems with paying for the upkeep of their business is larger in London than outside of London (24 per cent vs. 12 per cent). Only 23 per cent of entrepreneurs in London indicated that they do not to have problems caused by the pandemic compared to 35 per cent outside London.

The challenges of working from home that we discussed in Section 4.2 as characteristic for men are also more common among entrepreneurs based in London. Other challenges noted by London-based entrepreneurs refer to sector-specific impacts. For instance in real estate: ‘… the pandemic has made viewing buildings with clients more problematical’ and for the event industry: ‘I have lost all of my income from live events (100 per cent of business income last year)’.

5.2. How entrepreneurs in and outside of London reacted

As in Section 2, we discuss first the impact on the business, use of government support, impact on the entrepreneurs and their contribution to society during the pandemic.

The impact of the pandemic and lockdown of the economy on entrepreneurs’ businesses is rather similar in and outside of London. Similar shares of entrepreneurs in London and outside of London changed plans for their business and did so at similar points in time. Also in terms of short-term opportunities created by the pandemic there are no significant differences between businesses in/outside of London.

The share of entrepreneurs who expanded their business into online trading or delivery services did also not differ significantly. In terms of the qualitative characterisation of the short-term opportunities for their business, there were again very few differences. It seemed that London-based entrepreneurs slightly more often saw opportunities associated with healthcare and pharmaceutical business: ‘NHS work’, ‘pharmaceutical trading’, ‘new medical services’.

Regarding the use of government support, similar shares of businesses applied for government support in (74.6 per cent) and outside of London (71.6 per cent) (Figure 28). However, they applied for different kinds of support. Entrepreneurs in London more often applied for government guaranteed loans or low interest loans (40 per cent vs. 29 per cent) and deferral of income tax (12 per cent vs. 6 per cent), while those outside of London applied more often for government cash grants for business in specific sectors (28 per cent vs. 19 per cent).
In terms of the impact of the pandemic on entrepreneurs themselves and their mental wellbeing we see that entrepreneurs in and outside London experienced comparable levels of stress. However, those based outside of the capital reported significantly higher life satisfaction than London-based entrepreneurs (66.3 per cent vs. 61.4 per cent, Figure 29). Still both groups have life satisfaction levels that are much lower compared to values reported pre-crisis (see Figure 10).

In terms of their personal situation, there were no differences in increased childcare responsibilities for entrepreneurs based in and outside of London. There were differences in working from home. More entrepreneurs managed their businesses from home already before the pandemic outside of London (31 per cent) than in London (21 per cent) (Figure 30). Entrepreneurs based in London also reported more working from home triggered by the pandemic (see ‘some change’ and ‘only work from home’ in Figure 30). Outside of London slightly more entrepreneurs still worked at their business’ premises during lockdown that in London (12 per cent compared to 7 per cent).

Finally, there were no differences in entrepreneurs social response through volunteering (both business and personal) and financial support for charities between London-based entrepreneurs and those outside of London.
Entrepreneurs in London and elsewhere did not differ in the way they expect their businesses to develop in the future. Equal shares foresee that their business will not survive, will grow even bigger, or will recover shortly after the pandemic, or will grow even bigger. Entrepreneurs in London and elsewhere did not differ in the way they expect their businesses to develop in the future.

5.3. Long-term impact on entrepreneurs in and outside of London

Entrepreneurs in London and elsewhere did not differ in the way they expect their businesses to develop in the future. Equal shares foresee that their business will not survive, will grow even bigger, or will recover shortly after the pandemic, or will grow even bigger. Entrepreneurs in London and elsewhere did not differ in the way they expect their businesses to develop in the future.

One exception to this pattern are the higher job growth expectations of entrepreneurs in London than those of entrepreneurs outside of London (Figure 31). Over half (51.4 per cent) of London-based entrepreneurs expect to have hired more than 10 employees (net, in five years). This compares to one in three (32.3 per cent) entrepreneurs based outside of London. Over 30 per cent of the latter entrepreneurs expect either a drop in employment or no change in the number of employees in the next five years (compared to 18 per cent in London).

6. Conclusions: five trends for the post-covid economy and entrepreneurship

Given the size of the UK small business population, there are potentially 16.6 million UK jobs at risk if entrepreneurs cannot sustain their businesses. The findings of our survey paint a picture of opportunities but also vulnerabilities of SMEs and entrepreneurs in the Covid-19 pandemic. While entrepreneurs were in general optimistic and could see an upside to the pandemic including long-term positive impacts on their businesses, it was also clear that many face real challenges to sustain their businesses going forward.

Building on the insights from our survey, we reflect on five trends for the post-Covid economy that are relevant to UK SMEs and entrepreneurs, highlighting courses of action to support them and help them thrive and ultimately, ‘build back better’. These five trends suggest the potential for a more inclusive and greener post-Covid economy that offers greater wellbeing to both entrepreneurs and their employees.

The first two trends are cross-cutting issues related to personal and business resilience. These are important to weather any crises but are particularly salient for the post-Covid recovery. Indeed, unlike prior crisis such as the 2008 financial crisis, the Covid-19 pandemic not only has a more profound economic impact but also has unprecedented social impacts. We then discuss three specific trends related to Digitalization, Supply Chains and Social Business.

Cross-cutting trends

1. Work life balance and mental health: Help entrepreneurs to look after themselves and their staff

The pandemic led many entrepreneurs to work remotely, a trend that will increase. By the time a vaccine is found, the need for social distancing will have profoundly affected our day-to-day living. The pandemic has already made remote working more socially acceptable. Moreover, remote working is convenient, economic (saving time commuting and money for estate and running costs), helps to reduce the carbon footprint, and, last but not least, entrepreneurs and their employees seem to enjoy it. As one entrepreneur put it ‘remote working is now more socially acceptable, and so we may ditch our office altogether.’

Yet entrepreneurs in our survey also recognized the challenges of home working for both themselves and their staff. While some challenges are already noticeable (eg reduced efficiency working from home), the long-term ones are likely still under-appreciated. Home working leads to a loss of social contact and, with the blurring of work-life boundaries leading, over time, to an expansion of working hours as well as lower productivity.

In sum, on the one hand, the challenges of working from home suggest a need for trainings and solutions for productive home working that leverages its benefits (such as greater autonomy over how work is organized and more time for exercise instead of commuting). On the other hand, there is also a need to build awareness of the mental health implications of home working. Few entrepreneurs in our study already recognized the challenges of home working but finding solutions to those is an ongoing struggle and entrepreneurs would greatly benefit from support. Nevertheless, many of them appear to have not yet recognized these risks and building awareness could thus help prevent the most negative effects of working from home.

Interestingly, SMEs and start-ups often lead the way in innovating work practices. Thus, there is also a space to document and tap into their knowledge to possibly scale up new solutions to manage human resources in the post-Covid economy. Innovation prizes for innovate Human Resource Management (HRM) practices that safeguard staff wellbeing and productivity during remote working would draw attention to such practices and help to disseminate them.

To make home-working more productive and less stressful for both men and women entrepreneurs, the availability of affordable childcare is critical. Childcare costs in the UK are among the highest in developed economies15. Expanding and lowering the cost of childcare including offering all day early years and after-school care that supports kids’ schoolwork and homework will not only make home working more
productive, but also it would help reduce inequalities. It would make sure the UK is using the full range of its entrepreneurial talent by enabling those who cannot normally afford childcare to focus productive time on their business.

Finally, beyond home-working, the pandemic seems to have triggered for some a re-evaluation of their entrepreneurial lifestyle (‘not going back to being busy’; ‘not going back to pre-Covid levels of crazy-busy’). As a consequence, many entrepreneurs suggested they would do business differently going forward: more mindfulness of their wellbeing and more focused on value-adding activities that make a difference (including activities that generate value for others and society). This may ultimately mean fewer hours and income but a more meaningful and ‘happier’ work experience for entrepreneurs and their staff. Notably such changes in mindset fit with broader discussions to assess the performance of our economies not just in terms of economic output but simultaneously in terms of personal and social wellbeing.

2. Business agility and resilience: Help SMEs to help themselves to thrive

The Covid-19 pandemic has increased business uncertainty much more than previous crises, and it remains unclear when and how the economy might be back to normal. In fact, it seems going back to ‘normal’ is unlikely. Notwithstanding the economic outlook and potential further national or local lockdowns due to new waves of infection, this crisis highlights that the UK economy, despite its pool of talent, is not immune to systemic shocks. With uncertain trading relations with the European Union looming on the horizon, it is therefore critical to build UK entrepreneurs’ resilience, their ability to deal positively with adversity such that they can notice and capture new opportunities and thrive in uncertain times.

Entrepreneurs and SMEs typically have an advantage when it comes to noticing emerging trends and rapidly reacting to them. However, entrepreneurs can find difficult to do so when they are immersed in the day-to-day running of the businesses, working long hours, and trying to cope with reduced cash flow due to reduced demand or needing to chase customers for outstanding payments, as many entrepreneurs in our study did. SMEs and entrepreneurs may thus greatly benefit from tools and support allowing them to assess the fitness of their business for the post-Covid economy. Such tools and support could, for instance, help them systematically map new opportunities (eg emerging customer demand) to builds UK entrepreneurs’ resilience, their ability to deal with broader discussions to assess the performance of our economies not just in terms of economic output but simultaneously in terms of personal and social wellbeing.

Finally, more immediate issues might relate to cash flow and lack of financial resources. Those entrepreneurs who took out loans (government guaranteed or not) to sustain their business during lockdown may need further support going forward. Alongside further pay holidays and means-tested pay thresholds (similar to student loans who are only paid back once a certain income threshold is achieved), tailored and potentially subsidized financial advice and planning support could be critical in building business’ resilience.

Specific trends

3. Digitalisation

Business premises closure, remote working and the need for social distancing led to an acceleration of digitalization. This ranged from the upswing in online sales and e-commerce for many businesses in our study, to a greater use of technology to increase their business productivity, deliver their products/services, or to create new technology-based products and services. They also noticed the increased readiness of society to accept technology. This suggests that measures to support digitization are timely to leverage this trend. However, many businesses have yet to exploit technology and offers connecting businesses to relevant digital capabilities (from e-commerce to setting up effective remote working) would be particularly beneficial.

Accelerated digitalization has important benefits but also downsides. In terms of benefits, digitalization can reduce cost, increase efficiency and has the potential to make businesses and the UK economy as a whole more inclusive. For instance, remote working can help to address the regional imbalance by enabling more people to work and live in less expensive areas, which may help bolster their wellbeing. Indeed, entrepreneurs in London had significantly lower life satisfaction than those living outside of London in our study. Moreover, accelerated digitalization can also support the development toward a greener economy by, for instance, reducing transport and pollution.

One downside of an accelerated digitalization is the additional layers of complexity necessary to conduct business, for instance, concerns about digital security and the legal requirements about safeguarding people’s data are stored. Many small businesses and the self-employed would thus particularly benefit from robust ‘good enough’ technological solutions that are focused on core functions and reliability. Moreover, digitalization also helps improve wellbeing, when it enables being available 24/7 and diminishes the setting of work-life boundaries and thus intensifies and expands work. This is likely particularly challenging for women entrepreneurs, a higher share of whom work from home.

As explained in Trend 1, a greater awareness and safeguarding of personal wellbeing can help manage this downside while supporting entrepreneurs benefiting from this accelerated digitalization.

4. Global vs. local supply chains

The pandemic has led to the disruption of global supply chains, raising awareness about the precariousness of global trade. As some of the entrepreneurs in our study noted this has led to increased support of local manufacturing and local procurement (‘Made in UK’). This trend would help create more local and thus more reliable supply chains, create local employment, reduce the carbon footprint related to transporting goods, and it would offer greater control over labour conditions in supply chains. During the pandemic, some UK entrepreneurs shifted production back to the UK, others who already produced in the UK changed their manufacturing towards medical and healthcare supplies.

This suggests a great potential to further develop production capabilities of UK SMEs domestically.

While foreign supply reliability concerns drove some of the decisions to bring manufacturing back to the UK, this trend holds opportunities to develop integrated circular economy models whereby the use of resource is maximized, and waste minimized and recycled. Thus, encouraging adoption of new circular economy models is aligned with policies aiming at reducing carbon emissions and at transforming the UK economy into a greener and more inclusive one. This trend could be supported and encouraged through ad-hoc training and educational schemes as well as by providing financial incentives to firms for partnering with UK suppliers and strengthening their networks among businesses within the same supply chain. There might also be a place for awareness campaigns to sensitize consumers such as promoting ‘Made in UK’ or ‘Buy local’ as aspirational and quality labels.

5. Inclusive and social business models

Entrepreneurs in our sample increase their volunteering and giving activities during the pandemic, which shows that they care about contributing to society. Although this may not fit with the popular stereotype of the economically minded entrepreneur, research shows that giving is common among small businesses. Moreover, it can create positive synergies for the business and its bottom line. Businesses with a social purpose not only innovate more often and more successfully, but they also tend to be more resilient.

There is an opportunity for the post-Covid economy to leverage this already high engagement in giving back to society by entrepreneurs through integrating this practice directly into their businesses using inclusive business models. When giving is separate from the business, it is easy to discontinue. When giving and social impact are part of the business and aligned with revenue generation, they are more easily sustained. This aligns with the notion that research indicates that entrepreneurs find their work more meaningful and satisfying if their business also makes a social impact.

Inclusive business models align with the trends toward greater attention to mental wellbeing discussed above and toward a greater use of circular economy models.

Inclusive business models have been refined by social enterprises, but they are not yet widely understood by other businesses. Information and training for entrepreneurs about how to implement aspects of inclusive business models would help to overcome this deficit. Many inclusive business models leverage technology, build on local supply chains, or focus on wellbeing. Hence, they are aligned with the other trends described in this section. Finally, our findings of a stronger social component should encourage entrepreneurs in terms of charitable giving and volunteering suggest that they might be particularly open to try out inclusive business models.
We acknowledge that our analyses do not do justice to regional heterogeneity in the UK. Our sample did not permit a more fine-grained analysis and we hope future work can account for the regional heterogeneity of the UK in more nuanced ways.

See OECD statistics of net childcare costs, net childcare cost in the UK in 2019 were at 28 per cent of household income after accounting for different childcare benefits, for a couple with two children and at least one of the parents earning 67 per cent of the average wage. This meant net childcare costs were the highest in the UK among all OECD countries, OECD Stat (2020). Net childcare cost for parents using childcare. https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=NCC accessed July 19, 2020.
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